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Antikaon nuclear potential in hot and dense matter
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The antikaon optical potential in hot and dense nuclear matter is studied within the framework of a coupled-
channel self-consistent calculation taking, as bare meson-baryon interaction, the meson-exchange potential of
the Jülich group. Typical conditions found in heavy-ion collisions at GSI are explored. As in the case of zero
temperature, the angular momentum components larger thanL50 contribute significantly to the finite tem-
perature antikaon optical potential at finite momentum. It is found that the particular treatment of the medium
effects has a strong influence on the behavior of the antikaon potential with temperature. Our self-consistent
model, in which antikaons and pions are dressed in the medium, gives a moderately temperature dependent
antikaon potential which remains attractive at GSI temperatures, contrary to what one finds if only nuclear
Pauli blocking effects are included.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the properties of hadrons in hot and de
matter has received a lot of attention in the last years
connection to the experimental programs at SIS-GSI, S
CERN, RHIC-BNL, and the forthcoming operation of LH
@1#. A particular effort has been invested in understanding
properties of antikaons due to the direct implications th
have in astrophysical phenomena. If the antikaon mass d
in matter below the electron chemical potential, a conden
fraction of K2 would appear@2#, giving rise to a softer
nuclear equation of state and to a substantial reduction o
maximum mass that neutron stars could sustain~see updated
references in Ref.@3#!.

There have been some attempts to extract the antik
nucleus potential from a best-fit analysis of kaonic-at
data, and some solutions favor very strongly attractive w
depths of the order of 200 MeV at normal nuclear mat
density @4#. However, recent self-consistent calculatio
based on a chiral lagrangian@5–7# or meson-exchange po
tentials @8# only predicted moderate attractive depths
50–80 MeV. In addition, studies of kaonic atoms using
chiral K̄N amplitudes of Ref.@9# showed that it is indeed
possible to find a reasonable reproduction of the data wi
relatively shallow antikaon-nucleus potential@10#, albeit
adding an additional moderate phenomenological piece@11#.
This was recently corroborated by a calculation@12#, where a
good fit to both scatteringK2p data and kaonic-atom dat
only required a slight modification at the parameters of
chiral meson-baryon interaction model of Ref.@13#. The les-
son learned is that kaonic atom data do not really provid
suitable constraint on the antikaon-nucleus potential at n
mal nuclear matter density.

Heavy-ion collisions can also offer information on th
modification of the properties of hadrons. In particular, t
enhancedK2/K1 ratio measured at GSI@14# can be under-
stood assuming that the antikaons feel a strong attrac
@15–18#, although other interpretations in terms of the e
hanced cross sections due to the shifting of theL(1405)
resonance to higher energies have also been advocated@7#, a
0556-2813/2002/65~5!/054907~10!/$20.00 65 0549
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mechanism that was already suggested in Ref.@19# to ex-
plain the data ofK2 absorption at rest on12C @20,21#.

In fact, the antikaon-nucleon amplitude in isospinI 50 is
dominated by the presence of thisL(1405) resonant struc

ture, which in free space appears only 27 MeV below theK̄N
threshold. The resonance is generated dynamically from
T-matrix scattering equation in coupled channels using
suitable meson-baryon potential. The coupling between

K̄N and pY (Y5L,S) channels is essential to obtain th
right dynamical behavior in free space. Relatedly, the
medium properties of theL(1405) such as its position an
its width, which in turn influence strongly the behavior of th
antikaon-nucleus optical potential, are very sensitive to
many-body treatment of the medium effects. Previous wo
have shown, for instance, that a self-consistent treatmen
the K̄ self-energy had a strong influence on the scatter
amplitudes@5–7# and, consequently, on the in-medium pro
erties of the antikaon. The incorporation of the pion with
medium modified properties also proved to be important@6#,
although most works until now have ignored it@5,7,8,12#.

In our previous work@8# we performed a study of the
antikaon properties in the medium within a self-consist
dynamical model which used, as bare interaction, the mes
exchange potential of the Ju¨lich group@22#. Since antikaons
are produced at finite momentum, we focused on the ef
of high partial waves, typically excluded in the chiral mode
@5,6#. We note, however, thatp waves were recently incor
porated into the chiral amplitudes@23,24#, and a first estima-
tion of their contribution to the in-medium properties of th
antikaons was also recently reported@25#.

One must keep in mind that heavy-ion collisions produ
dense and hot matter. Therefore, to learn about the me
properties in this environment, it is necessary to incorpor
in the formalism not only the medium effects but also tho
associated with having a finite nonzero temperature. The
pose of the present work is, precisely, to develop a pro
self-consistent calculation of the antikaon properties in
dense and hot medium, extending to finiteT our previous
T50 model@8#. We will indeed show that the antikaon prop
erties at finiteT depend very strongly on the treatment of t
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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medium. The present work focuses on typical scena
found in heavy-ion collisions at GSI. For this reason, resu
will be shown up to densities of twice the nuclear saturat
density and up to temperatures of 70 MeV.

We have organized the present paper as follows. In Se
we first review our formalism atT50 and include some
updated ingredients, such as the incorporation of the p
self-energy and the use of some slightly different presc
tions for the single-particle energies of the baryons. Next
show how we treat the temperature effects, which amoun
using the appropriate finiteT nucleon Pauli blocking factor
as well as using temperature dependent self-energies fo
mesons ~antikaons and pions! and the nucleons. Som
lengthy derivations are relegated to the Appendix. Our
sults are presented and discussed in Sec. III, and conclu
remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. FORMALISM

In this section we review the calculation of the sing
particle potential of theK̄ meson atT50 in symmetric
nuclear matter. In addition to the self-consistent incorpo
tion of the K̄ self-energy, as done in our previous work@8#,
here we also include the self-energy of the pion in the in
mediatepL, pS states present in the construction of t
K̄N effective interaction, since this was shown to be imp
tant in Ref. @6#. In a further step, we extend the model
finite temperature, which affects the Pauli blocking of t
nucleons in the intermediate states, as well as the dressin
mesons and baryons.

A. Revision of theTÄ0 formalism

In Ref. @8#, the effectiveK̄N interaction in the nuclea
medium (G matrix! at T50 was derived from a meson
baryon bare interaction built in the meson exchange fra
work @22#. As the bare interaction permits transitions fro
the K̄N channel to thepS and pL ones, all having a
strangenessS521, we are confronted with a coupled
channel problem. Working in isospin coupled basis, theK̄N
channel can have isospinI 50 or I 51, so the resultantG
matrices are classified according to the value of isospin.
I 50, K̄N andpS are the only channels available, while fo
I 51 the pL channel is also allowed. In a schematic no
tion, eachG-matrix fulfills the coupled-channel equation

^M1B1uG~V!uM2B2&5^M1B1uV~As!uM2B2&

1 (
M3B3

^M1B1uV~As!uM3B3&

3
QM3B3

V2EM3
2EB3

1 ih

3^M3B3uG~V!uM2B2&, ~1!

where V is the so-called starting energy, given in the l
frame, andAs is the invariant center-of-mass energy. In E
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~1!, Mi and Bi represent, respectively, the possible meso
(K̄, p) and baryons (N, L, S), and their corresponding
quantum numbers, such as coupled spin and isospin,
linear momentum. The functionQM3B3

stands for the Paul
operator preventing the nucleons in the intermediate st
from occupying already filled ones.

The prescription for the single-particle energies of all t
mesons and baryons participating in the reaction and in
intermediate states is written as

EMi (Bi )
~k!5Ak21mMi (Bi )

2 1UMi (Bi )
~k,EMi (Bi )

qp !, ~2!

whereUMi (Bi )
is the single-particle potential of each mes

~baryon! calculated at the real quasiparticle energyEMi (Bi )
qp .

For baryons, this quasiparticle energy is given by

EBi

qp~k!5Ak21mBi

2 1UBi
~k!, ~3!

while, for mesons, it is obtained by solving the equation

~EMi

qp~k!!25k21mMi

2 1RePMi
~k,EMi

qp!, ~4!

wherePMi
is the meson self-energy.

The K̄ single-particle potential in the Brueckner-Hartre
Fock approach is schematically given by

UK̄~kK̄ ,EK̄
qp

!5 (
N<F

^K̄NuG~V5EN
qp1EK̄

qp
!uK̄N&, ~5!

where the summation over nucleon states is limited by
nucleon Fermi momentum. TheK̄ self-energy is obtained
from the optical potential through the relation

P K̄~kK̄ ,v!52AkK̄
2

1mK̄
2
Uk̄~kK̄ ,v!. ~6!

As can be easily seen from Eq.~5!, since theK̄N effective
interaction~the G matrix! depends on theK̄ single-particle
energy, which in turn depends on theK̄ potential through Eq.
~6!, we are confronted with a self-consistency problem.

We proceed as in Ref.@8#, where self-consistency for th
optical potential was demanded at the quasiparticle ene
After self-consistency is reached, the completeK̄ energy-
and momentum-dependent self-energy of theK̄ can be ob-
tained, from which theK̄ propagator

DK̄~kK̄ ,v!5
1

v22kK̄
2

2mK̄
2

2P K̄~kK̄ ,v!
~7!

and the corresponding spectral density, defined as

SK̄~kK̄ ,v!52
1

p
Im DK̄~kK̄ ,v!, ~8!

can be derived. We note that our self-consistent proced
amounts to replacing, in theK̄ propagator, the energy
7-2
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ANTIKAON NUCLEAR POTENTIAL IN HOT AND DENSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 054907
dependent self-energy,P K̄(kK̄ ,v) with that evaluated at the
quasiparticle energy,P K̄@kK̄ ,v5EK̄

qp(kK̄)#. This is what we
refer to as the quasiparticle self-consistent approach, w
retains the position and width of the peak of theK̄ spectral
function at each iteration. This simplification versus the m
complete self-consistent job done in Refs.@5,6# allows one to
perform analytically the energy integral of the intermedia
loops, thus reducing the four-dimensional integral equat
to a three-dimensional one.

In this paper, our model atT50 has been reviewed b
implementing some modifications in the properties of
baryons and mesons. First, we have introduced slight m
fications in the single-particle potential of theL andS hy-
perons, following the parametrization of Ref.@26#,

UL,S~r!52340r11087.5r2, ~9!

which is more appropriate in the high-density regime th
the simple parametrization, linear inr, used previously.

For nucleons, we have used a relativistics2v model,
where the scalar and vector coupling constants,gs and gv
respectively, are density dependent@27#. This is a simple
way to mimic results from Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fo
calculations.

The most important modification comes from the intr
duction of the pion self-energyPp(kp ,v) in the intermedi-
ate pS, pL states present in the construction of theK̄N
effective interaction. The pion is dressed with the moment
and energy-dependent self-energy already used in Ref.@6#.
This self-energy incorporates ap-wave piece built up from
the coupling to 1p21h, 1D21h and 2p22h excitations,
plus short-range correlations. The model also contain
small and constants-wave part~see the Appendix for detail
and appropriate references of the model!.

As in the case of theK̄ meson, we can define a pio
optical potential,Up(kp ,v), from the completep self-
energy. We use

Up~kp ,v!5Akp
2 1mp

2 1Pp~kp ,v!2Akp
2 1mp

2 , ~10!

which ensures that, when inserted in theG-matrix equation,
one is using a quasiparticle approximation to the spec
function, with the peak located at the right quasiparticle
ergy defined in Eq.~4!. Due to the small mass of the pion,
has not been possible to retain only the first term in
expansion of the first square root of Eq.~10!, as we did for
the K̄ meson.

The spectral density forp is calculated from Eqs.~7! and
~8!, by replacing theK̄ properties for those of thep.

B. Temperature effects

The introduction of temperature in the calculation of t
G-matrix affects the Pauli blocking of the intermedia
nucleon states, as well as the dressing of mesons and b
ons. TheG-matrix equation at finiteT reads formally as in
Eq. ~1!, but replacing
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QMB→QMB~T!,

G~V!→G~V,T!,

EM , EB→EM~T!, EB~T!.

The function QMB(T) is unity for meson-hyperon state
while, for K̄N states, it follows the law 12n(kN ,T), where
n(kN ,T) is the nucleon Fermi distribution at the correspon
ing temperature

n~kN ,T!5
1

11exp„@EN~kN ,T!2m#/T…
. ~11!

The nucleonic spectrum at finiteT, EN(kN ,T), is obtained
following a s2v model that will be described below andm
is the chemical potential obtained imposing the normali
tion property

r5
n

~2p!3E d3kNn~kN ,T!, ~12!

at each densityr, wheren54 is the degeneration factor o
symmetric nuclear matter.

As in theT50 case, we perform an angle average of t
Pauli operatorQK̄N(T), a strategy which facilitates the solu
tion of theG-matrix equation in a partial wave basis. We fir
definePW andkW as the total and relative momenta of theK̄N
pair, respectively,

PW 5kW K̄1kWN , kW5
mNkW K̄2mK̄kWN

mK̄1mN

, ~13!

which allows us to rewrite the nucleon and antikaon m
menta in the laboratory system,kWN andkW K̄ , as

kWN52kW1
j

11j
PW , kW K̄5kW1

1

11j
PW , ~14!

wheremK̄ andmN are the kaon and nucleon masses, resp
tively, and j5mN /mK̄ . In terms of the total and relative
momenta, the Pauli operatorQK̄N(kN ,T) readsQK̄N„u@j/(1
1j)#PW 2kW u,T…, which explicitly shows the dependence o
the angle betweenPW andkW . This dependence is eliminated i
theG-matrix equation by replacingQK̄N by its angle average

Q̄K̄N~P,k,T!5
1

2E21

1

dxQK̄N~PW ,kW ,T!5
1

2B
ln

eA1eB

eA1e2B
,

~15!

where
7-3
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A5
m

T
2

k21S j

j11D 2

P2

2mNT
,

B5
kjP

T~11j!mN
. ~16!

Temperature also affects the properties of the partic
involved in the process. TheK̄ optical potential at a given
temperature is calculated according to

UK̄~kK̄ ,EK̄
qp ,T!5E d3kNn~kN ,T!

3^K̄NuG~V5EN
qp1EK̄

qp ,T!uK̄N&.

~17!

Once more, this is a self-consistent problem forUK̄ . More
explicitly, using the partial-wave components of theG ma-
trix, we obtain~similarly to Ref.@8#!

UK̄~kK̄ ,EK̄
qp ,T!5

1

2 (
L,J,I

~2J11!~2I 11!E n~kN ,T!kN
2 dkN

3^k̄uGLJI@ P̄,EK̄
qp

~kK̄!1EN
qp~kN!,T#uk̄&,

~18!

wherek̄ andP̄ are the relative and center-of-mass momen
respectively, averaged over the angle between the externK̄
momentum in the lab system,kK̄ , and the internal momen
tum of the nucleon,kN . In the actual calculations, we in
clude partial waves up toL54.

We also have to pay attention to the temperature effe
on the properties of the other hadrons participating in
process. We have to be especially careful with the pion, s
its small mass makes it very sensitive to variations in
properties. As mentioned before, the pion self-energy aT
50 has been obtained following a model that includes
coupling to 1p21h, 1D21h, and 2p22h excitations. The
details on how this model is modified by the effect of a fin
temperature are presented in the Appendix.

In the case of nucleons, we have introduced tempera
effects following the Waleckas2v model @28#, using the
density dependent scalar and vector coupling constantsT
50 given in Ref. @27#. We have obtained the baryon
chemical potentialm, the effective massm* , and the vector
potentialS0 simultaneously, fixing the temperature and t
density. The value ofm is defined via the baryonic densityr
@see Eqs.~11! and ~12!#, whereEN(kN ,T) is the nucleonic
energy spectrum,

EN~kN ,T!5AkN
2 1m* ~T!22S0, ~19!

andS0 andm* are defined as
05490
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mv
D 2

r,

m* ~T!5m2S gs

ms
D 2 n

~2p!3E d3kN

m* ~T!

AkN
2 1m* ~T!2

n~kN ,T!.

~20!

One clearly sees that, givengs andgv at T50, and a fixedr,
S0 is easily obtained. On the other hand, a simultane
solution ofm andm* is needed to determine the nucleon
spectrum.

We note that the antiparticle contribution to the densityr
has been proven to be negligible, so it is not considered h
We have not considered either changes in the hyperon p
erties induced by the use of a finite temperature. We h
checked, in a schematic Skyrme-Hartree-Fock calculat
that these changes are small within the temperature ra
explored in this work.

III. RESULTS

We start this section by studying the effect of the tempe
ture on the nucleon spectrum and the pion self-energy, b
of them crucial ingredients for the calculation ofUK̄ . In Fig.
1, the nucleon spectrum and the nucleon potential, define
UN5EN2AkN

2 1mN
2 , are given as functions of the nucleo

momentum for various temperatures at the nuclear satura

FIG. 1. Nucleon energy spectrum and nucleon potential ar
50.17 fm23 as a function of the nucleon momentum for differe
temperatures.
7-4
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density r050.17 fm23. The lowest curves in both graph
correspond toT50 and 4, as the value of the temperatu
increases up toT570 MeV ~solid lines!, the attractive po-
tential is reduced from around280 MeV to 240 MeV at
kN50. Consequently, the energy spectrum forkN50 goes
from 860 to 900 MeV. A similar trend is observed for high
values of the nucleon momentum. This behavior is w
known for thes2v models, as reported in Ref.@28#.

The next two figures give us information about the pi
self-energy and how it is modified by temperature. Figur
displays the spectral density of the pion as a function
energy at nuclear saturation density,r050.17 fm23, for two
pion momentakp5200 and 400 MeV, and two different tem
peraturesT50 MeV ~dotted lines! and T570 MeV ~solid
lines!. At T50, the structure of the 1p21h excitations can
be seen very clearly on the left side of the quasiparticle pe
This structure smooths out as temperature increases. Th
fect of 1D21h excitations is more difficult to identify for
these two momenta. It is only somewhat appreciated aT
50 by a slower fall of the spectral function with energy
the right of the quasiparticle peak. The effect of temperat
is to move the quasiparticle peak slightly away from theT
50 position toward lower energies, making it noticeab
wider.

In Fig. 3 we show the pion optical potential as defined
Eq. ~10!. The real and imaginary parts of the pion optic
potential at nuclear saturation density are displayed as fu
tions of the pion momentumkp for different temperatures
The dotted lines correspond toT50, and the results for the
highest temperature studied,T570 MeV, are represented b
the solid ones. In the region of pion momenta explored h
the imaginary part shows a stronger dependence on the
perature than the real part, which is practicallyT indepen-
dent. Note that the quasiparticle energy, which defines
position of the quasiparticle peak in the spectral function
determined through the real part of the pion self-energy@see
Eq. ~4!#, and it is not directly obtained from ReUp , where
Up is given in Eq.~10!. This explains that, while ReUp at
kp5400 MeV is practically the same forT50 and 70 MeV,

FIG. 2. Spectral density of the pion atr50.17 fm23 as a func-
tion of energy forkp5200 MeV/c andkp5400 MeV/c, and for
T50 and 70 MeV.
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the location of the peak differs more markedly. Similarly, t
width ~or height! of the peak for the different temperature
cannot be directly calculated from ImUp , but has to be ob-
tained from ImPp at the quasiparticle energy.

Once the pion self-energy is introduced in the calculat
of the K̄ optical potential, its effects can be studied by co
paring the results obtained by dressing only theK̄ mesons
with those in which not only theK̄ mesons but also the pion
in the intermediate meson-baryon states are dressed. In
4, the real and imaginary parts of theK̄ optical potential at
nuclear saturation density are shown as functions of the
tikaon momentumkK̄ for different temperatures. On the le
panels, only theK̄ mesons have been dressed, while the
sults on the right panels incorporate, in addition, the dress
of the pions. Dotted lines correspond toT50 and solid lines
to T570 MeV. At T50 we find the same qualitative effec
from dressing the pions as those found by the chiral mo
@6# shown in Ref.@29#. When the pions are dressed, the re
part of the antikaon potential becomes less attractive and
imaginary part loses structure. This behavior is a direct c
sequence of a smoother energy dependence of theK̄N effec-
tive interaction when the pions are dressed~see Fig. 4 in Ref.
@6#!, as well as to the fact that, due to the less attract
antikaon potential, one explores this interaction at higher
ergies, further away from the resonant structure. When
temperature increases, the optical potential loses attrac
and absorptive power, although the effect is moderate.
reason is obvious: as can be seen from Eq.~17!, and assum-

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary parts ofUp at r50.17 fm23 as
functions of the pion momentum for various temperatures.
7-5
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LAURA TOLÓS, ANGELS RAMOS, AND ARTUR POLLS PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 054907
ing a weak dependence of the effective interactionGK̄N on
temperature, at a nonvanishingT one is averaging ove
higher momentum states, where this interaction is wea
Nevertheless, at sufficient highT ~see the 70-MeV results in
the right panels!, one starts to gain some attraction and a
sorption. Evidently, this is a consequence of theT depen-
dence of the effective interaction. To visualize this additio
dependence onT, in Fig. 5 we show the effectiveK̄N inter-
action for the channelsL50, I 50 andL50, I 51, at zero
center-of-mass momentum, for two different temperatu
T50 ~dotted lines! andT570 MeV ~solid lines!. The gen-
eral trends of the effectiveK̄N interaction at these two tem
peratures are similar, but there are small differences that
plain the behavior observed in the previous figure for theK̄

optical potential. Indeed, theK̄N amplitudes involved in the
construction of theK̄ optical potential correspond to energi
above 1300 MeV and, in that region, the magnitude of
real part of theT570 amplitudes is larger than theT50
ones, thereby compensating for the loss of attraction indu
by the higher relative momentum components present in
K̄ optical potential at finiteT.

It is especially interesting to observe the structure in
I 50 amplitude appearing below thepS threshold, a region
in energy not explored in previous works@5,6,8#. It appears
that the resonance in the medium, previously identified w
the bump in the imaginary part around 1400 MeV, might
more appropriately identified with the more pronounced p

FIG. 4. Real and imaginary parts ofUK̄ at r50.17 fm23 as
functions of the antikaon momentum for several temperatu

dressing onlyK̄ ~left panels! and dressing bothK̄ and p ~right
panels!.
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appearing around 1300 MeV. Whether this is a new re
nance~an additional pole in the complex plane! or just a
reflection of the same one but distorted by the presence
cusp at thepS threshold is something that deserves furth
study. At the moment, we can only say that there is an
hanced probability of finding a state withL-like quantum
numbers around 1300 MeV. We note that this could be s
naled by a pole in the real axis if neither the pions nor
antikaons are dressed, since in this case there would no
allowed states to decay to. In the self-consistent many-b
approach used here, the states to which this peaked stru
can decay are of the typep(ph)S or K̄(Lhp)N, where in
parentheses we have denoted an example for the compo
of thep andK̄ mesons that could show up at energies bel
the pS threshold.

We have also studied the contributions of angular mom
tum components larger thanL50 to the antikaon optica
potential, as we did in ourT50 work @8#. In Fig. 6, we
display the contribution of the different partial waves to t
real and imaginary parts of theK̄ optical potential at nuclea
saturation density and a temperature ofT570 MeV. We ob-
serve that adding the higher partial waves to theL50 con-
tribution produces significant changes. The momentum
pendence of theK̄ optical potential becomes smoother, th
real part becomes more attractive, and the imaginary
increases by about 25% atkK̄50 and by 50% at momenta
around 500 MeV/c.

In Fig. 7 we plot the real and imaginary parts ofUK̄ as
functions of temperature for different densities. It is intere
ing to observe thatUK̄ depends very weakly on temperatu
and stays attractive over the whole range of temperatu
explored. This is qualitatively different from the resul
shown in Fig. 2 of Ref.@7#, where the potential become
repulsive at a finite temperature ofT530 MeV for r5r0.
We note that, although in that work a self-consistent sche
was also applied, the only source of medium effects in th
Fig. 2 is the Pauli blocking of the nucleons in the interme
ate states. As noted in Ref.@7#, the transition from attraction

s,

FIG. 5. Real and imaginary parts of theK̄N amplitude in theI
50, L50 channel~left panels! and theI 51, L50 channel~right
panels! at r50.17 fm23 as functions of the center-of-mass ener

at total momentumukW K̄1kWNu50 for T50 and 70 MeV.
7-6
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at T50 to repulsion at finiteT is in fact a consequence of th
weakened Pauli blocking effects associated with a ther
smearing of the Fermi surface, such that eventually on
recovering ther50 repulsive behavior. We have checke
that, under the same conditions, we obtain the same qua
tive behavior. Therefore, the results shown in Fig. 7 dem
strate that self-consistency effects have a tremendous i
ence on the behavior of theK̄ optical potential with
temperature. In particular, for temperatures as high as
MeV, the real part ofUK̄(kK̄50) atr0 is very similar to that
at T50, having lost only about 10 MeV of attraction. Henc
our results, based on a fully self-consistent calculation,
not support the claims that theK̄ optical potential might be
repulsive at finiteT. The attraction found here for theK̄
optical potential at finiter and T, together with enhanced
in-mediumK2 production cross sections@7,19#, may help to
explain the enhancedK2/K1 ratio measured at GSI by th
KaoS Collaboration@14#.

Finally, in Fig. 8 we present theK̄ spectral function as a
function of energy for two momentum valueskK̄50 and 400
MeV/c, atT50 ~dotted lines! andT570 MeV ~solid lines!.
The structures observed on the left-hand side of the pe
especially visible for theT50 spectral functions, are due t
the excitation of hyperon-hole states withK̄ quantum num-
bers that are present when theL51 components of theK̄N
interaction are incorporated. We note, however, that the h

FIG. 6. Partial wave contributions to the real and imagina

parts of theK̄ optical potential atr50.17 fm23 as functions of the
antikaon momentum forT570 MeV.
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h-

est peak observed in theT50 spectral function forkK̄50
corresponds to the enhancement observed in theI 50 K̄N
amplitude below thepS threshold. The inclusion of a finite
T washes most of these structures out, and the resulting s
tral functions show basically a single pronounced peak.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied theK̄N interaction in hot and dense ma
ter by extending to finiteT our previousT50 model, which

FIG. 7. Real and imaginary parts of theK̄ optical potential as
functions of the temperature for different densities.

FIG. 8. Spectral density of the antikaon atr50.17 fm23 as a
function of energy for antikaon momentakK̄50 and 400 MeV/c,
and forT50 and 70 MeV.
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is based on a self-consistent coupled-channel calculation
ing, as bare interaction, the meson-exchange potential o
Jülich group. Although more moderate than in theT50 case,
we have also found at finite temperature that dressing
pions in the intermediatepY loops has a strong influence o
the K̄N amplitudes and, consequently, on theK̄ optical po-
tential.

Partial waves higher than theL50 component of theK̄N
effective interaction contribute significantly to the antika
optical potential at finite temperature. The real part ga
attraction and the imaginary part becomes more absorp
At a momentum of 500 MeV/c, the contribution of theL
.0 components is as large as that of theL50 ones.

We have found that self-consistency effects have a
mendous influence on the behavior of the antikaon opt
potential with temperature. At a normal saturation dens
the optical potential remains attractive for temperatures
large as 70 MeV, contrary to what would be observed if o
Pauli blocking medium effects were considered, wh
would give a repulsive optical potential at these high te
peratures.

In general, temperature effects smear out the different
servables with respect to theT50 case. For instance, th
antikaon spectral function at finite temperature shows m
less structure than that atT50, reducing its shape basicall
to a peak located at the quasiparticle energy.

The attractive potential found here for finite density, fin
temperature, and finite momentum, i.e. for the typical s
nario found in heavy-ion collisions at GSI, is especially i
teresting to understand the enhancedK2/K1 ratio measured
by the KaoS Collaboration at GSI, together with oth
mechanisms that have been already suggested in the li
ture, such as an enhanced production ofK2 through pY
collisions. Work along these lines is in progress.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we show how to obtain the pion se
energy at finite temperature. First we will review the form
ism atT50.

When the pion propagates in nuclear matter, it scat
with the surrounding nucleons and the basic first order
sponse of the medium to the propagation of the pion field
the excitation of a particle-hole pair. In the region of inte
mediate energies (Tp50 –300 MeV),D2h excitation also
takes place due to the excitation of internal degrees of f
dom of the nucleon. Therefore, to obtain the pion self-ene
in symmetric nuclear matter atT50, both effects have to be
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taken into account. We follow the nomenclature, parame
and approximations mentioned in the Appendix of Ref.@30#.
According to this reference, the two contributions to the pi
self-energy can be written as

P~qW ,q0!5S f N

mp
D 2

qW 2U~qW ,q0!,

U~qW ,q0!5UN~qW ,q0!1UD~qW ,q0!, ~A1!

whereU(qW ,q0) is the sum of 1p21h and 1D21h Lindhard
functions, which atT50 read

UN~qW ,q0!5nNE d3k

~2p!3 Fu~kF2ukW u!@12u~kF2ukW1qW u!#

q01EN~kW !2EN~kW1qW !1 ih

1
u~kF2ukW1qW u!@12u~kF2ukW u!#

2q02EN~kW !1EN~kW1qW !1 ih
G , ~A2!

UD~qW ,q0!

5nDE d3k

~2p!3F u~kF2ukW u!

q01EN~kW !2ED~kW1qW !1 i
G~qW ,q0!

2

1
u~kF2ukW1qW u!

2q01EN~kW1qW !2ED~kW !1 i
G~qW ,2q0!

2
G ,

~A3!

wherenN andnD contain the sum over spin-isospin degre
of freedom in symmetric nuclear matter. In the case of 1D
21h, it also includes the decay constantf D* fitted experi-
mentally. Hence

nN54,

nD5
16

9 S f D*

f N
D 2

,
f D*

f N
52.13. ~A4!

The quantityG(qW ,6q0) is the D width, which we take to
depend only on the external variables of the pion, as in R
@30#.

The definitions of the Lindhard functions@Eqs.~A2! and
~A3!# have been written explicitly here in order to facilita
the comparison with the finiteT case. On the other hand, th
analytical results can be found in the Appendix of Ref.@30#.
We also include in the pion self-energy the coupling top
22h excitations, following the phase-space approach of R
@31#.

Once 1p21h (2p22h) and 1D21h excitations are
computed, form factors and short-range correlations are
troduced. One pion exchange provides a good descriptio
the nucleon-nucleon interaction for long distances, but thi
7-8
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not the only ingredient. At shorter distances other effe
must be considered, such as correlated and uncorrelated
pion exchange and the exchange of heavier mesons. The
expression for the pion self-energy reads

P~qW ,q0!5F~qW ,q0!S f N

mp
D 2

qW 2
U~qW ,q0!

12S f N

mp
D 2

g8U~qW ,q0!

,

U~qW ,q0!5UN~qW ,q0!1UD~qW ,q0!, ~A5!

whereF(qW ,q0) is the form factor,

F~qW ,q0!5S L22mp
2

L22~q022qW 2!
D 2

,

L51200 MeV, ~A6!

andg8 the Landau-Migdal parameter taken from the partic
hole interaction described in Ref.@32#, which includesp and
r exchange modulated by the effect of nuclear short-ra
correlations.

The pion self-energy also includes ans-wave piece

P~r!s-wave524pS 11
mp

mN
Db0r, ~A7!

with b0520.0285/mp , taken from the parametrization o
Ref. @33# , which is equivalent to the results of Ref.@34#.

1p-1h and 1D-1h Lindhard functions at finite temperature

The effect of temperature in the pion self-energy com
from the modification of the Fermi sea. At a given tempe
ture, nucleons are distributed following the correspond
Fermi-distribution. Then,U(qW ,q0) transforms into

U~qW ,q0,T!5UN~qW ,q0,T!1UD~qW ,q0,T!, ~A8!

with

UN~qW ,q0,T!5nNE d3k

~2p!3F n~kW ,T!@12n~kW1qW ,T!#

q01EN~kW !2EN~kW1qW !1 ih

1
n~kW1qW ,T!@12n~kW ,T!#

2q02EN~kW !1EN~kW1qW !1 ih
G ~A9!

and
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UD~qW ,q0,T!

5nDE d3k

~2p!3F n~kW ,T!

q01EN~kW !2ED~kW1qW !1 i
G~q0,qW !

2

1
n~kW1qW ,T!

2q01EN~kW1qW !2ED~kW !1 i
G~qW ,2q0!

2
G ,

~A10!

where the step functionu for nucleons has been substitute
by the distributionn(kW ,T) at the corresponding temperatur

The imaginary part ofUN(qW ,q0,T) at finite temperature
can be obtained analytically,

Im UN~qW ,q0,T!5Im UN
D~qW ,q0,T!1Im UN

C~qW ,q0,T!

5Im UN
D~qW ,q0,T!~11e2q0/T!,

Im UN~qW ,q0,T!52
3

2
pr

mp
2 T

kF
3 uqW u

ln
12n~p1,T!

12n~p2,T!
cotanhS q0

2TD ,

~A11!

p15
mp

uqW u
Uq01

qW 2

2mp
U, p25

mp

uqW u
Uq02

qW 2

2mp
U, ~A12!

where ImUN
D(qW ,q0,T) and ImUN

C(qW ,q0,T) are the imaginary
parts of the direct and crossed contributions@first and second
terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~A9!, respectively#.

The real part ofUN(qW ,q0,T) is obtained via the dispersio
relation

ReUN~qW ,q0,T!52
1

p
PE dv8

Im UN
D~v8,qW ,T!

q02v8

2
1

p
PE dv8

Im UN
C~v8,qW ,T!

2q01v8
,

~A13!

or, in a more compact form,

ReUN~qW ,q0,T!52
1

p
PE dv8

Im UN~v8,qW ,T!tanhS v8

2TD
q02v8

.

~A14!

Equations ~A12! and ~A14! define the nucleon Lindhard
function at finiteT.
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As mentioned in the appendix of Ref.@30#, the 1D21h

Lindhard function atT50, UD(qW ,q0), can be derived ana
lytically by neglecting the difference ofkW2 terms in

EN~kW !2ED~kW6qW !5
kW2

2mN
2

kW2

2mD
2

qW 2

2mD
7

kWqW

mD
1mN2mD ,

~A15!

and assuming that theD width only depends on the extern
variables. We perform the same approximations at finiteT.
RedefiningkW1qW→2kW in the second term on the right-han
ite

-
78

s.

s.

s

s.

A

05490
side of Eq.~A10!, such that it becomes the same as the fi
one but changingq0→2q0, we finally arrive at

UD~qW ,q0,T!5
2

3 S f D*

f N
D 2 mDr

qkF
3 E dkkn~k,T!F lnS z111

z121
D

1 lnS z211

z221
D G

z65
mD

qk
S 6q02

qW 2

2mD
2~mD2mN!1 i

G~6q0,qW !

2
D .

~A16!
s.

cl.

u-

.
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